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• Back to demo - what’s in these embeddings?
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Word embeddings

• 1. Input: Large textual corpus

• 2. Language Model: predict words from nearby words

• GLOVE, SVD: factorize the word-context 
cooccurrence matrix

• word2vec: model is viewed as predicting one 
word’s surrounding context words

• 3. Take out the vectors the model was forced to 
learn; use in downstream applications
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Defining contexts
Window size C affects the nature of the similarity


something like…

syntax <—> basic meaning <—> topical meaning
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Properties of embeddings

29

C = ±2 The nearest words to Hogwarts:
◦ Sunnydale
◦ Evernight

C = ±5 The nearest words to Hogwarts:
◦Dumbledore
◦Malfoy
◦ halfblood

Similarity depends on window size C
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Defining contexts

328 CHAPTER 14. DISTRIBUTIONAL AND DISTRIBUTED SEMANTICS

The moment one learns English, complications set in (Alfau, 1999)

Brown Clusters {one}
WORD2VEC, h = 2 {moment, one, English, complications}
Structured WORD2VEC, h = 2 {(moment,�2), (one,�1), (English,+1), (complications,+2)}
Dependency contexts, {(one, NSUBJ), (English, DOBJ), (moment, ACL�1)}

Table 14.2: Contexts for the word learns, according to various word representations. For
dependency context, (one, NSUBJ) means that there is a relation of type NSUBJ (nominal
subject) to the word one, and (moment, ACL�1) means that there is a relation of type ACL
(adjectival clause) from the word moment.

14.2.2 Context

The distributional hypothesis says that word meaning is related to the “contexts” in which
the word appears, but context can be defined in many ways. In the tezgüino example, con-
texts are entire sentences, but in practice there are far too many sentences. At the oppo-
site extreme, the context could be defined as the immediately preceding word; this is the
context considered in Brown clusters. WORD2VEC takes an intermediate approach, using
local neighborhoods of words (e.g., h = 5) as contexts (Mikolov et al., 2013). Contexts
can also be much larger: for example, in latent semantic analysis, each word’s context
vector includes an entry per document, with a value of one if the word appears in the
document (Deerwester et al., 1990); in explicit semantic analysis, these documents are
Wikipedia pages (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007).

In structured WORD2VEC, context words are labeled by their position with respect to
the target word wm (e.g., two words before, one word after), which makes the result-
ing word representations more sensitive to syntactic differences (Ling et al., 2015). An-
other way to incorporate syntax is to perform parsing as a preprocessing step, and then
form context vectors from the dependency edges (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) or predicate-
argument relations (Lin, 1998). The resulting context vectors for several of these methods
are shown in Table 14.2.

The choice of context has a profound effect on the resulting representations, which
can be viewed in terms of word similarity. Applying latent semantic analysis (§ 14.3) to
contexts of size h = 2 and h = 30 yields the following nearest-neighbors for the word
dog:1

• (h = 2): cat, horse, fox, pet, rabbit, pig, animal, mongrel, sheep, pigeon

1The example is from lecture slides by Marco Baroni, Alessandro Lenci, and Stefan Evert, who applied
latent semantic analysis to the British National Corpus. You can find an online demo here: http://clic.
cimec.unitn.it/infomap-query/

Jacob Eisenstein. Draft of November 13, 2018.
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Alternate/mis- spellings

• Distributional methods are really good at this 
• Brown clusters on Twitter: http://

www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/
cluster_viewer.html
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Pre-trained embeddings
• Widely useful.  But make sure you know what 

you’re getting! 
• Examples: GLOVE, fasttext, word2vec, etc. 
• Is the corpus similar to what you care about? 
• Should you care about the data?
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Evaluating embeddings
• Anecdotal inspection (not a real evaluation, but 

better than nothing; but seen next slides) 
• Intrinsic evaluations 

• Compare embeddings’ word pair similarities to 
human judgments 

• TOEFL: “Levied is closest to imposed, believed, 
requested, correlated” 

• Numerical similarity judgments (e.g. Wordsim-353) 
• There some other attempts at this (word analogies) 

but IMO not trustworthy (e.g. Linzen 2016) 
• Extrinsic evaluation: use embeddings in some 

task
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

PCA dim. reduction of selected embeddings
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Application: keyword expansion

• Other non-embedding lexical resources can do this too (e.g. WordNet), 
but word embeddings typically cover a lot of diverse vocabulary
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• I have a few keywords for my task.  Are there any I missed? 
• Automated or semi-automated new terms from embedding neighborsF
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Application: document embedding
• Instead of bag-of-words, can we derive a latent 

embedding of a document/sentence?
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See: Arora et al. 2017
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Exploratory usage
• Example: tweets about mass shootings (Demszky et al. 2019) 

1. Average word embeddings => tweet embeddings 
2. Cluster tweets (kmeans) 
3. Interpret clusters’ words (closest to centroid)
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Figure 4: Topic model evaluations, collapsed across
k = 6� 10. Error bars denote standard errors.

Topic 10 Nearest Stems
news
(19%)

break, custodi, #breakingnew, #updat, confirm,
fatal, multipl, updat, unconfirm, sever

investigation
(9%)

suspect, arrest, alleg, apprehend, custodi,
charg, accus, prosecutor, #break, ap

shooter’s identity
& ideology (11%)

extremist, radic, racist, ideolog, label,
rhetor, wing, blm, islamist, christian

victims & location
(4%)

bar, thousand, california, calif, among,
los, southern, veteran, angel, via

laws & policy
(14%)

sensibl, regul, requir, access, abid, #gunreformnow,
legisl, argument, allow, #guncontolnow

solidarity
(13%)

affect, senseless, ach, heart, heartbroken,
sadden, faculti, pray, #prayer, deepest

remembrance
(6%)

honor, memori, tuesday, candlelight, flown,
vigil, gather, observ, honour, capitol

other
(23%)

dude, yeah, eat, huh, gonna, ain,
shit, ass, damn, guess

Table 1: Our eight topics (with their average propor-
tions across events) and nearest-neighbor stem embed-
dings to the cluster centroids. Topic names were man-
ually assigned based on inspecting the tweets.

To compare the models, we ran two MTurk ex-
periments: a word intrusion task (Chang et al.,
2009) and our own, analogically defined tweet in-
trusion task, with the number of topics k ranging
between 6-10. Turkers were presented with either
a set of 6 words (for word intrusion) or a set of
4 tweets (for tweet intrusion), all except one of
which was close (in terms of d) to a randomly cho-
sen topic and one that was far from that topic but
close to another topic. Then, Turkers were asked
to pick the odd one out among the set of words /
tweets. More details in Appendix D.

We find that our model outperforms the LDA-
based methods with respect to both tasks, particu-
larly tweet intrusion — see Figure 4. This suggests
that our model both provides more cohesive topics
at the word level and more cohesive groupings by
topic assignment. The choice of k does not yield
a significant difference among model-level accu-
racies. However, since k = 8 slightly outperforms
other k-s in tweet intrusion, we use it for further
analysis. See Table 1 for nearest neighbor stems to
each topic and Appendix C.2 for example tweets.

Measuring within-topic and between-topic par-
tisanship. Recall that the leave-out estimator

SD=4%) across events, for our model, for eight topics.
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Figure 5: Measurements of between-topic and within-
topic polarization of the 21 events in our dataset show
that within-topic polarization is increasing over time
while between-topic polarization remains stable.

from Section 3.1 provides a measure of partisan-
ship. The information in a tweet, and thus par-
tisanship, can be decomposed into which topic is
discussed, and how it’s discussed.

To measure within-topic partisanship for a par-
ticular event, i.e. how a user discusses a given
topic, we re-apply the leave-out estimator. For
each topic, we calculate the partisanship using
only tweets categorized to that topic. Then, over-
all within-topic partisanship for the event is the
weighted mean of these values, with weights given
by the proportion of tweets categorized to each
topic within each event.

Between-topic partisanship is defined as the ex-
pected posterior that an observer with a neutral
prior would assign to a user’s true party after learn-
ing only the topic — but not the words — of a
user’s tweet. We estimate this value by replacing
each tweet with its assigned topic and applying the
leave-out estimator to this data.

4.2 Results

Figure 5 shows that for most events within-topic is
higher than between-topic partisanship, suggest-
ing that while topic choice does play a role in
phrase partisanship (its values are meaningfully
higher than .5), within-topic phrase usage is sig-
nificantly more polarized. Linear estimates of
the relationship between within and between topic
partisanship and time show that while within-topic
polarization has increased over time, between-
topic polarization has remained stable. This find-
ing supports the idea that topic choice and topic-
level framing are distinct phenomena.

Partisanship also differs by topic, and within
days after a given event. Figure 6 shows po-
larization within topics for 9 days after Las Ve-
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